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R E P R O D U C I B L E

Figure 5.7: Student-Observation Tool— 
Patterns Example

Patterns Assessment Center Time

Prerequisite skill: The student will sort objects by one attribute.

Grade-level essential skill: The student will identify and copy simple AB patterns.

Extension skills: The student will extend patterns and create non-AB patterns.

Center description: Ice cube station 

Fill ice cube trays with pattern on top 
row, and students use materials to copy 
pattern to bottom row.

Scaffolds and supports: Provide 
students with sorting-circles container or 
paper placeholders where they can sort 
the materials needed, before copying 
the pattern.

Materials: Ice cube trays, buttons, 
stickers, colored counters, sorting 
containers or circles, and so on

Center description: Sticker station

Make assorted pattern cards with 
stickers (AB, ABB, ABC, and so on) 
and some nonpattern cards. Students 
distinguish pattern cards from 
nonpattern cards and copy patterns on 
the blank cards using stickers.

Scaffolds and supports: Pattern and 
nonpattern sorting circles

Materials: Sticker pattern and 
nonpattern cards and sorting circles, 
blank pattern cards, stickers, and so on

Center description: Bracelet station

Make assorted bracelet cards with 
patterns (AB, ABB, ABC, and so on) and 
some nonpatterns. Students distinguish 
a pattern card from nonpattern cards and 
copy the pattern using the pipe cleaner 
and beads at the station.

Scaffolds and supports: Pattern and 
non-pattern sorting circles

Extension: Students create their own 
patterns using the beads.

Materials: Pattern-bracelet picture 
cards and nonpattern cards, pipe 
cleaners, assorted beads (varied colors 
and shapes), and so on

Academic language lookfors: Repeat, extend, copy, identify

Content language lookfors: Pattern

Social language lookfors: Parallel play versus cooperative play and engagement with reciprocal conversations and socially 
appropriate actions (helping, sharing, and so on)
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